The use of Indigenous languages has been declining over the period of non-Aboriginal settlement in Australia as a result of repressive policies, both explicit and implicit. The National Policy on Languages (Lo Bianco, 1987) was the high point of language policy in Australia, given its national scope and status and its attempt to encompass all aspects of language use. Indigenous languages received significant recognition as an important social and cultural resource in this policy, but subsequent national policy developments moved via a focus on economic utility to an almost exclusive emphasis on English, exacerbated by a focus on national literacy standards. This is exemplified in the Northern Territory's treatment of Indigenous bilingual education programs. Over recent years there have been hopeful signs in various states of policy developments supportive of Indigenous languages and in 2009 the Commonwealth Government introduced a new National Indigenous Languages Policy and a plan for a national curriculum in languages. Support for Indigenous languages remains fragmentary, however, and very much subservient to the dominant rhetoric about the need for English skills, while at the same time ignoring research that shows the importance of Indigenous and minority languages for social well-being and for developing English language skills.
INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES IN AUSTRALIA
There were approximately 250 Indigenous languages spoken in Australia at the time of nonAboriginal settlement of the country, many of these with multiple separate dialects. The generally repressive history of language contact (House of Representatives Standing Committee on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs, 1992, p. 75 ) has led to the demise of at least half of these languages, with about 100 of the remaining languages at a very advanced stage of endangerment and only about 20 languages being strong in terms of having speakers across all generations (NILS, 2005, p Malcolm and Grote (2007, p. 153) , 'differs markedly from Standard English at all levels of linguistic description', usually known as Aboriginal English.
In reality the situation of Indigenous languages varies considerably around the country, ranging from communities where one or more traditional languages are the main means of daily communication and children learn one of these languages as their first language, through to communities where no-one speaks an Indigenous language, though there may be some records of the language or some residual memories of it amongst the older people. For this reason it is important to adopt some clear 'Language maintenance' terminology and to bear these different situations in mind, since the applicability of different programs will vary according to the type of situation. The terminology adopted here ( Figure 1) 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES
Not surprisingly, Indigenous languages are very significant to their speakers as their means of day to day communication within their families and communities. The importance of these languages goes further than this, however, since they form a significant part of the culture and identity even of those who do not themselves speak an Indigenous language. For one thing there is an inherent relationship between language and land in Aboriginal societies that has no parallel in non-Aboriginal thinking (Rumsey, 1993) and Indigenous people see themselves as owners of their traditional languages, even when these are no longer spoken (Walsh, 2002) . Indeed, Indigenous linguist Jeannie Bell from south-east Queensland writes:
The fact that we may not speak the languages fluently anymore, or use them as our main means of communication is not really an issue. It is more about language being a marker of who we are in relation and connection to our land and our ancestors (Walsh, 2002, p. 49 Finally, a recent study by the Australian Bureau of Statistics shows that young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people (15-24 years) who speak an Indigenous language are less likely to consume alcohol at risky levels, to report they had used illicit substances in the past 12 months or to have been the victim of physical or threatened violence (ABS, 2011).
LANGUAGE POLICY AND ABORIGINAL LANGUAGES-THE NATIONAL LEVEL
The first two centuries of European settlement in Australia were marked by repressive attitudes towards Indigenous languages and their speakers (Johnston, 1991, pp. 7-11; McKay, 2007, p. 101) . Indeed, Schmidt describes the period up to the 1970s as 'the "crunch" period of harsh assimilatory pressure in which Aboriginal language and identity were largely ignored' (Schmidt, 1990, p. 37) . With the National Policy on Languages (Lo Bianco, 1987) began a period of recognition for community languages and Indigenous languages, including creoles and Aboriginal English.
This ground-breaking policy, adopted by the Hawke government, took a comprehensive view of language in the life of the community and covered three major areas:
•
Status of languages •
Teaching and learning of languages • Language services.
Each of these policy areas was addressed in terms of three language groupings:
English (and Aboriginal English) • Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages (including creoles) •
Other languages (including AUSLAN, the Australian sign language)
While this policy remained in force for only four years it marked the high point of language policy at the national level in Australia, given its comprehensiveness in terms of the languages and aspects of language use covered. Over the next few years there was a gradual shift in emphasis from viewing a wide range of languages as a community resource, to focusing on a small number of internationally and economically important languages, to the present emphasis on the importance of English for economic purposes and nationalistic uniformity, while viewing the speaking of other languages as a problem for the acquisition of English and English literacy (cf. Leitner, 2004, pp. 219-220; Lo Bianco, 2001, p. 18; McKay, 2007 McKay, , p. 101, 2009a Moore, 1996) .
While Indigenous languages have never gone back to the previous era of complete neglect and repression, support of them has been variable and much relevant policy has moved to individual states, to education programs, and to specific funding programs that tend to support languages on a short-term project basis rather than a language needs or strategic basis, thus giving little certainty or continuity to language programs. For the period 2010-2011 there were 130 applications seeking over $22.3 million, and 63 projects across all states and territories were actually supported with an allocation of $7.9 million. Six applicants were granted triennial funding. Project titles indicate that all objectives except perhaps the third are being addressed by at least some projects. It is noteworthy, however, that this total amount granted for 2010-2011 is below the $8.8 million granted in each of the two previous funding periods, 2008-2009 and 2009-2010 , though it does include three times as many grants that extend beyond one year (Office of the Arts, 2010a). A further major step at national level in the recognition of Indigenous languages also took place in 2009 with the August announcement of the National Indigenous Languages Policy by the Minister for Indigenous Affairs, Jenny Macklin and the Minister for the Arts, Peter Garrett (Macklin, 2009a) . The objectives listed in the policy are as follows:
• National Attention: To bring national attention to Indigenous languages-the oldest surviving languages in the world; and the pressures they face.
•
Critically Endangered Languages: Reinforce use of critically endangered Indigenous languages that are being only partly spoken to help prevent decline in use and to maintain or extend their common, everyday use as much as possible.
Working with Languages to Close the Gap: In areas where Indigenous languages are being spoken fully and passed on, making sure that government recognises and works with these languages in its agenda to Close the Gap.
• Strengthening Pride in Identity and Culture: To restore the use of rarely spoken or unspoken Indigenous languages to the extent that the current language environment allows. Provision of significant funding for languages education in schools via the national Education Agreement. These funds can be used at state discretion for Indigenous languages programs.
The website detailing these activities goes on to state:
• The Government is committed to languages education and recognises the important role that Indigenous language learning plays in some schools, particularly bilingual schools.
The learning of English is also a fundamental skill that all Australians, including Indigenous Australians, must have in order to maximise their learning opportunities and life chances. • All Australian governments through the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) processes have committed to halving the gap in the reading, writing and numeracy achievements between Indigenous and non-Indigenous students within a decade.
• The Government is providing $56.4 million over four years to provide extra assistance to schools to enable them to expand intensive literacy and numeracy approaches that have been successful with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students and provide professional development support to assist teachers to prepare Individual Learning Plans for Indigenous students (Office for the Arts, 2010b).
Starting with the recognition of the role of Indigenous languages and of bilingual education, this short excerpt moves rapidly to a focus on English literacy, the very focus that has undermined so much potential support for Indigenous languages over recent decades. What is unfortunate is that policy and implementation in the main seem to operate on the false understanding that Indigenous language development and English literacy skills are in competition with one another rather than being mutually supportive, as the research on bilingual education would generally suggest. This will be touched on below, using the Northern Territory as an example. Furthermore research has shown that Indigenous people across Australia are keen for their children to master English, but not at the expense of their own languages (Collins, 1999, pp. 117, 120 (Jennings, 2007) . So far this policy has not been released and no information has been obtainable about the current stage of its development.
LANGUAGE POLICY AND INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES-THE STATE LEVEL
Western Australia also commenced work on a state Aboriginal Languages policy. A discussion paper was commissioned (McKay, 2008) and a consultation was held in June 2008 involving a range of experts, Aboriginal people and representatives of various agencies. The consultation substantially endorsed the thrust of the discussion paper and the WA Department of Indigenous Affairs undertook the task of drafting the policy document.
The discussion paper (McKay, 2008) and the deliberations of those at the consultation in June 2008 took a broader view of Aboriginal languages policy than that taken in New South Wales since it recognised two important areas of concern:
• maintenance and revival of traditional Aboriginal languages as part of Indigenous people's cultural heritage and identity, and • day to day communication needs of Aboriginal people, using Aboriginal languages or, in a majority of cases, using Aboriginal varieties of English.
Western Australia has done a lot of work within the Department of Education and Training in terms of recognising Aboriginal English and offering professional development for teachers who have Aboriginal English speaking children in their classes (cf. Malcolm et al. 1999; Malcolm & Königsberg, 2007, pp. 278-279) . This aspect of the policy is also discussed in a subsequent paper (McKay, 2009b) .
To date it is unclear whether and when a WA Aboriginal Languages policy will be released and what such a policy will contain-in particular it is not clear whether the broad emphasis encompassing traditional Aboriginal languages and Aboriginal English in daily life will be retained. As in Victoria, a change of government has occurred since the original consultation considered the discussion paper. In addition it should be noted that recent federal government priorities have given a high profile to English literacy standards and interpreting in Aboriginal languages and it is possible that these priorities will influence state thinking, as they seem to have done in the Northern Territory (see below).
In a number of states, including Victoria and Western Australia, Aboriginal language policy matters have progressed further in the area of education than in other areas of government.
In particular the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority has developed the VCE Year 11&12 study 'Aboriginal Languages A useful summary of relevant policies nationally and in the various states and territories is contained in Table 3 
POLICY AND INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES-EDUCATION
As noted above, much state based policy in the Indigenous languages area is in the field of education. We do not have time to cover this in any detail here, but a summary can be found in the Social Justice Report 2009 (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Justice Commissioner, 2009, pp. 80-83) .
At the national level much policy in this area is strongly federal, emerging as it does from the Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs (MCEETYA) (from 1993) and (from 2009) its successor, the Ministerial Council for Education, Early Childhood Development and Youth Affairs (MCEECDYA), since these councils include the relevant state, territory and commonwealth ministers.
A useful outline of education policy as it affects Indigenous languages at both commonwealth and state levels up to about 2007 is provided by Purdie et al. (2008, pp. 25-53) and we do not propose to cover this in detail here. See also the discussion by Malcolm and Königsberg (2007) .
The translation of policy into functioning programs is, however, not as strong as the policy would seem to suggest. This was picked up already in This continues to be the case in large measure. While the 2009 announcement of the National Indigenous Languages Policy (Macklin, 2009a) could be seen as one form of appropriate response to the recommendation of this review 'that the new National Languages Policy Statement explicitly recognise a role and responsibility of the Commonwealth for the protection, maintenance and promotion of the Indigenous Languages of this country' (Erebus Consulting Partners, 2002, p. 129) , it remains to be seen whether the follow-through in terms of funding and program development will be adequate. Already the Social Justice Report 2009 noted that the National Indigenous Languages Policy announcement earlier that year 'is not accompanied by an increase in funding and therefore can do little more than is currently being done to prevent the language decline' (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Justice Commissioner, 2009, p. 69) .
Similarly the Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs (MCEETYA) suggests that 'Indigenous education has come to be seen as peripheral rather than integral to core business' (MCEETYA, 2006, p. 16) . It goes on to note the importance of accepting the very different language background of Indigenous students:
The home language, whether an Indigenous language or a contact language like
Aboriginal English, not only carries the culture of Indigenous students but also encapsulates their identity. For schools to put standard Australian English in an oppositional relationship to the home language, for example, by making it the only recognised vehicle of oral communication in schools, will be to invite resistance, whether active or passive, on the part of Indigenous students. (MCEETYA, 2006, p. 17) But when setting out its own specific recommendations the only one (2.2) that explicitly mentions Indigenous languages (including Aboriginal English) is the following at the early childhood level (for children 0-5 years):
Ministers commit to make progress towards:
Developing and fully implementing by 2012 educational programs for Indigenous children that respect and value Indigenous cultures, languages (including Aboriginal English) and contexts, explicitly teach standard Australian English and prepare children for schooling. (MCEETYA, 2006, p. 20) This recommends only respect for, not teaching of, these languages-in other words theoretical or symbolic rather than substantive practical respect-with Standard Australian English the only language fully recognised. (MCEETYA, 2008) announced a commitment that all Australian governments and all school sectors must: … • provide all students with access to high-quality schooling that is free from discrimination based on gender, language, sexual orientation, pregnancy, culture, ethnicity, religion, health or disability, socioeconomic background or geographic location • ensure that schools build on local cultural knowledge and experience of Indigenous students as a foundation for learning, and work in partnership with local communities on all aspects of the schooling process, including to promote high expectations for the learning outcomes of Indigenous students • ensure that the learning outcomes of Indigenous students improve to match those of other students (MCEETYA, 2008, p. 7) The declaration goes on to touch on the importance of a child's early years, recognising that these may be culturally different (MCEETYA, 2008, p. 11) and it focuses on the poor educational outcomes of Indigenous students in areas such as participation and literacy, noting the need to 'engage Indigenous students, their families and communities in all aspects of schooling' (MCEETYA, 2008, p. 15) . The focus on equality is high-sounding but dangerous when applied to the imposition of common standards across students of different language backgrounds, as has been happening recently (cf. Truscott & Malcolm, 2010) . A United States judge once noted that 'It was a wise man who said [that] there is no greater inequality than equal treatment of unequals.' (Quoted by McKay, 1996, p. 183 .)
More recently the Melbourne Declaration on Educational Goals for Young Australians
The implementation of the Melbourne Declaration in the MCEETYA four-year plan 2009 -2012 (MCEETYA, 2009 mentions the use of 'local social, cultural linguistic capital' and 'fostering resilience and connectedness to family and community' for young children in early childhood education. These could be read as hopeful signs of recognition for the importance of Indigenous languages and Indigenous varieties of English where these are spoken, but they are general enough to allow the various state bodies to take the children's home language background with varying degrees of seriousness. Perhaps the true thrust of the declaration comes out when we look at the outcomes for Indigenous youth, where the emphasis is on 'closing the gap' and where the only explicit attention to language is the provision of enhanced English as a second language teaching (MCEETYA, 2009, p. 16) . In other words the real language agenda of this four-year plan, despite the apparent openness to Indigenous languages, may well be English literacy.
With the current work on establishing the National Curriculum in Languages it is encouraging to see that, following the introduction of the National Indigenous Languages Policy, the curriculum shaping document includes explicit recognition of Indigenous languages in this curriculum area, with specific paragraphs devoted to these languages (ACARA, 2011, pp. 7, 10, 18, 19-20, 29) , though curriculum development for these languages will apparently be left to the states (p. 35). Important points recognised in this document are the following (pointed out to me by Adriano Truscott):
• Learning a second language does not require one to forsake one's first language, but develops skills in two languages and cultures. Once again it is necessary to see how this policy document will be implemented in practice and whether non-Indigenous languages will be given precedence in the way that frequently seems to happen. Bilingual programs were introduced into Northern Territory schools by the Commonwealth Government (the Whitlam government) from 1973 to establish literacy and initial learning in a child's first language and to build on that with English as a second language. Once the Northern Territory Government took over these programs the aims were re-ordered to prioritise the learning of English (McKay, 2007, pp. 110-111; McKay, 2009a, pp. 292-293) . Though the government, as funding provider, put transfer to English at the top of its priorities, these programs in fact provided a significant means of first language maintenance for the children and communities who were involved in them. One of the major outcomes of bilingual programs was a stronger relationship between school and community where bilingual education was implemented and a much more significant development of Aboriginal people as teachers (cf. Gale, 1990, pp. 54-59; McKay, 1996, pp. 113-117) . In addition the Collins Report indicates that evaluation data on outcomes in English in bilingual schools 'clearly show positive outcomes compared with benchmark non-bilingual schools' (Collins, 1999, p. 122) . Devlin (2009, p. 8 ) also concludes from the available Northern Territory studies that 'students in bilingual programs were generally attaining better literacy and numeracy scores than their peers in non-bilingual schools'. Devlin (2009, p. 9 ) also quotes Cummins as saying, on the basis of widespread international research, that, in 'well-implemented bilingual programs', 'students do not lose out in their development of academic skills in the majority language despite spending a considerable amount of instructional time in the minority language'.
POLICY AND PRACTICE-BILINGUAL EDUCATION IN NORTHERN TERRITORY SCHOOLS
In 1998 an attempt was made by the Northern Territory Government to transfer funding support away from bilingual education on the pretext of better resourcing English language programs. The reasons given included claims of Aboriginal people's concern about these programs and the lower performance of bilingual students. Devlin shows (2009, p. 6 ) that these reasons proved spurious and the Collins review (Collins, 1999) was set up instead and, as a result, bilingual education continued under the name "two way learning". In 2008 a subsequent Minister for Education, Marion Scrymgour, announced, without consultation with the affected communities, that henceforth the first four hours of every day would be taught in English in the light of the poor performance of remote Northern Territory students in national testing that year, particularly those in bilingual schools (Devlin, 2009, p. 3) . The restriction to English medium for the first four hours each day effectively eliminated bilingual education and demoted it to a 'structured language and culture program' (Devlin, 2009, p. 7) . Aboriginal communities have shown that they value bilingual education by their sustained opposition to this change (Devlin, 2009, pp. 7-8) . Devlin (2009) goes on to show in detail that the evidence finally tabled to support the decision was severely compromised and that 'the document was incomplete, and it withheld crucial information in order to create a misleading impression' and that 'in this case, the tabled evidence is unsound and lacks credibility' (Devlin, 2009, p. 13 ).
Devlin's remaining argument includes the following points
• the problem with performance in 'remote schools' was blamed on 'bilingual schools' when these only constitute less than 20% of the enrolments in remote schools • the NT Government refused to accept any positive evidence on bilingual education even from its own published reports • the 2008 policy change was based on hunch or dogma rather than on evidence. Simpson et al. (2009, pp. 16-18) add to these points the cumulative effect of a series of other policy changes over decades that have all tended to undermine the effectiveness of bilingual education, including:
• the reduction in availability of appropriate training for Indigenous teachers for bilingual schools with the Batchelor Institute's move towards being a university • a gradual decline in support for bilingual schools perhaps partly due to envy on the part of principals of non-bilingual schools because of the additional resources provided for bilingual schools to handle the Indigenous language components of their programs that needed to be developed on-site • lack of adequate training in teaching Standard Australian English to speakers of other languages.
What this brief example shows is how an educational approach that is well-warranted according to the results of relevant research in Australia and overseas appears to be at the mercy of political decision making that panders to misunderstanding or ignorance, provides knee-jerk responses to national policy on testing, seeks to cut costs at the expense of remote students from different language backgrounds, and is prepared to fudge the evidence to achieve its ends.
FINAL REMARKS
We have already noted the increase in policy specifically targeting Indigenous languages, both at state and national levels in Australia over the past couple of decades. None of this policy development is as well integrated or comprehensive as the National Policy on Languages (Lo Bianco, 1987) . What is also apparent is that actual implementation does not often live up to the promise of the policies that have been drawn up and is potentially the victim of political pressure, ignorance and expedience.
An even more serious issue is the fact that the 'invisible language policy' favouring Standard Australian English is everywhere in evidence in Australia, undermining many of the policy statements favouring Indigenous languages, as cogently argued by Truscott and Malcolm (2010) .
There needs to be flexibility with regard to different types of programs for different language situations and, most importantly all Indigenous language programs need to be owned by and involve the local Indigenous leaders and community (cf. Walsh, 2010 ).
We will finish by quoting the key principles to come out of the review of Indigenous language programs in schools across Australia carried out by the Australian Council for Educational Research (Purdie et al., 2008) , which should have a place in any policy:
1. The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples are the first people of this country and their languages are unique to it. The capacity to learn these languages and support their reclamation and long term maintenance as strong and viable languages is of great significance to both Aboriginal and non Aboriginal Australians.
2. Ownership of each Indigenous language belongs to a group of people who are its custodians; their language should only be taught in schools with their agreement.
3. School languages programs are not sustainable unless they are developed and presented in partnership between the school and the owners of the language being taught.
4. Learning an Indigenous language and becoming proficient in the English language are complementary rather than mutually exclusive activities.
5. The primary responsibility for maintaining, revitalizing, or rebuilding Indigenous languages does not rest with schools, although schools may have an important role to play.
6. The most successful school language programs will flow from a collaborative approach involving Indigenous communities, Indigenous Language Centres, linguists, schools and teachers. (Purdie et al., 2008, pp. xiv-xv, 189-190) 
